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“OUT OF THE BOX”
Moving from Selective Empathy into 

“Benevolent Leadership”

“Teachers can impact educational
innovation through sacred principles of cleaning
and design within their own home environment
and classrooms. However, changing aesthetics
alone is not going to change a student’s behavior -
unless the leader is also transformed by the
experience.”



“ART OF 

SPACE PROFILER”

The “Art of Space Profiler” developed by Donna
Belle is a behavioral-science software that is a
distinct “pattern interrupt” to the brain. It instantly
reframes a Teacher’s point of view from strategizing
for results; to optimizing one’s listening capacity as
they learn to relate within the aliveness of their
physical environment through artful listening,
minimizing distractions and recognizing diminishing
behaviors. This new approach inspires and moves
individuals to reach powerfully “outside the box”
and distinguish things, beneficial or not, that move
them forward in creativity and inspiration.



• Moving teachers from position of dominance to
thriving, co-creative discovery and learning with
their students

• Education style inclusive- melts the bully
• Students engaged creatively in innovative

design that excites and delights them in life
• Diminishing micromanagement = happily

engaged teams of students
• Increasing retention with students loving to

attend class

BENEFITS FOR TEACHERS



CREDIT UNION LEADER



PATTERN INTERRUPT

In 2018, Dr. Corrina Boggess conducted a study for
her dissertation with participants including six (6)
Credit Union VP’s and two (2) University VP’s. This
study proved how a “pattern interrupt” forces the
brain to reframe realities from habitual thinking into
“out of the box” design.



CREDIT UNION TESTIMONIAL

“I got to thinking about the staff here working eight
hours a day- half of their waking hours. You want an
environment where they feel exceedingly comfortable
with “personal things” around them. It's a home away
from home. It’s their world and they have some control
over their world. Hopefully, that creates a quality of
work-life aspect that enhances rather than detracts
from the way they feel about their Employer.” (Credit
Union CEO, The Aesthetic Leader and Effective
Sensemaking, 2018 Boggess)

DR. BOGGESS TESTIMONIAL

“I drew upon my experience as Battalion Commander in
the Iraq War, employing the principles of Feng Shui and
spatial arrangement, resulting in a successful
deployment. I created a doctoral study focused on The
“WHAT” without addressing The “WHY” which Donna
addresses in their generational patterns and behavior
embedded within the corporate or institutional culture.
Recognizing The “WHY” of developing behaviors is
crucial to sustainable change which opens up the
opportunity of viewing things from a different
perspective or strategic focus leading to improved
performance for the leader.”



ART OF SPACETM

LEADERSHIP TRAININGS

Donna’s “Art of Space Profiler” revolutionary
software training teaches non-traditional methods
that initiate new realms of “self-sustaining
creativity” rather than “job specific knowledge.” It
inspires individuals to work in concert with
colleagues, employees or students in engaging new
realities. Participants learn how to calibrate with
their inspired ideas that translate into new
collaborations creating exceptional, sustainable
high-impact results in forwarding innovative
education.



“ART OF SPACE PROFILER“

The WHY

Donna Belle, a consultant with CEO’s and community
leaders, and institutions substantiated her proprietary
reframing methods by creating an advanced
behavioral-science courseware with complementary
training. The Art of Space Profiler software instantly
indicates what is missing: The “WHY” (hidden beliefs
and behaviors) behind The WHAT (distractions) that
blocks a business and educational institutions from
ultimate success.



“CONSCIOUS CLEANING”

The HOW

We invite you to consider that conscious, sacred
principles of cleaning and clearing objects within one’s
physical environment, such as an office, closet or
classroom has a direct psychological and emotional
impact upon one’s inner state (beliefs/feelings) and
outer state (behaviors) that sets up circumstances. This
training is a back-door approach which teaches that
hidden “generational patterns” erode self-confidence,
clarity and competence which directly affects a
teacher’s ability to effectively communicate and
creatively connect with students in exciting learning
skills that translate into life success.


